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The presentation discusses communicative first-year activities created using Structured 
Input – a type of form-focused instruction that organizes input, particularly targeted new 
forms, so that learners are pushed "to become dependent on form and structure to get 
meaning" (Lee & VanPatten 2003: 142). SI is itself part of VanPatten's Processing 
Instruction (PI), which prioritizes having learners correctly map targeted forms to the 
meanings they convey. While this approach does not "hide the rule" or omit explicit 
statement of what the grammatical rules are, it also does not ask learners to go from 
rule-learning to generating new forms themselves. Instead, as the name suggests, the 
emphasis first is on active, considerable and communicative comprehension of input. 
Students must not only understand information, but do something with it (for example, 
exchange information about their daily activities; compare responses in a checklist survey 
about the contents of one's dorm room). These are not "culminating" activities, but often 
introductory ones, where the input given embeds new targeted forms that will be 
explained as explicit rules; however, there is never a need in these specific activities for 
students to generate the forms on their own. In the course of doing the activity, learners 
wind up using the targeted forms many times, always in a meaningful context, and with 
written and oral support. A key element before moving on to more output-focused work 
is one or more activities that specifically push students to notice the targeted forms, 
attending to how words and specific forms of those words contribute to the meaning of 
sentences or text.  
The author will summarize key features of SI and show sample cycles of comprehension, 
noticing and SI activities for lexical and grammatical topics encountered in first-year 
Russian. 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